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Aggressor Attacking! 

 

Aggressor attacking the first thing is SMACK the aggressors face FAST & HARD to SHOCK him mentally and DEVERT his attack. This gives me TIME 

to gain an advantage. I head SMACK the back of the head and STRIKE the WINDPIPE and Adams Apple at the same time to make him GAG. I then 

HEAD SMACK the side of his face, jaw or ear as I pull and trap and lock his arm tight into my body. I SHOVE his head over his shoulder in a tight circle 

and BULL DOG him to the ground. Once there there are several options and I execute and armlock, a step over arm bar and a sit down neck choke with 

his neck between my calf and hamstring with the arm bar.  
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Gun to Body in Front 

 

Gun is pointed towards my body or head area. As I twist my body to clear the path of fire, I grab the weapon with my right at the same time. You can 

reinforce the grab with your other hand and reverse the weapon horizontally back towards him TRAPPING his trigger finger into the trigger guard. The 

smaller the circle the faster and more force the weapon puts on the trigger finger.  I twist it clockwise and bring the gun under his hand and putting him 

into a joint lock. The weapon is pointed at him and in control with my left hand. His trigger finger is still in the trigger guard if it goes off. NOTE! Action is 

FASTER than REACTION and based on my electronic testing and practice you can have the weapon away from you and in your control in .3 tenths of a 

second. If it goes off it shots HIM and not YOU! 

 

 

Gun to Head 

 

Gun is pressed to my head.  With a 2 way action, both hands moving opposite directions at the same time I take the weapon in a small circle action with 

the right hand pushing up and the left hand striking downward on his wrist. I duck my head under and off line of the weapon as I move. The weapon is 

pointed back at him immediately. Once the weapon has been reversed step back with their trigger finger in the trigger guard and force them face down 

on the ground. You do not have time to step or move but just react. NOTE: Do not practice at full speed with their finger in the trigger guard as this will 

cause serious injury!  Remember your action has to be FASTER than their REACTION.   

 

 

 

 



KNIFE v KNIFE 

 

Both men have knives! If a fighter leads with an open hand cut the fingers of their hand to create fear and panic. When the slash comes at you use both 

of your hands one to block and your knife hand to slash their attacking hand. Your reverse motion is a reverse slash to their tricep (pic3) and your 

continued circular motion slashes the neck (pic4) and reverses into a stab to finish them. NOTE: This is survival and deadly defense and only to be used 

in life and death situations such as military or police required necessary force or if your life is in danger of being taken. Remember your actions even in 

self defense have to be justified.  

 

 

AGAINST THE SHOOT 

 

In MMA and Street Fighting the double leg takedown is a common attack to get them on the ground. In MMA or street rules there are no infractions to 

STRIKE the opponent’s HEAD as they come in. Their head moves much slower than their hands or feet and once you strike their head aggressively. 

their movement and direction is broken and redirected. You can do this as you sprawl back. I like to use the front choke and neck crank to get a 

submission.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Spin Around Restraint & Take Down to Choke Out! 

 

Arrest or Come Along! Push & Pull the shoulders and spin them around to a forearm restraint against the windpipe. If the person fights it and stands up 

use the palm heel to the spine area breaking their balance again to control them. Once their balance is broken use the stomp kick to the back of the 

knee to drop them to the ground. You can try to control them with the windpipe restraint or use the sleeper hold to render them unconscious. Note: Both 

of these can cause panic and make the aggressor more active as they struggle to breath or not go unconscious. I would recommend that all practitioners 

know the resuscitation procedure before applying this technique to anyone.  

 

G-Tactical Restraint Device for Arrest or Compliance #1 

 

The G-Tactical Restraint Device is used by police, military and security personnel to use Pain Complaisance and Leverage to control a person without 

the use of IMPACT WEAPONS or EXCESSIVE FORCE. It can be used effectively by just knowing a few basic holds and locking maneuvers. More 

information and complete video instruction can be found on http://dannylane.com/gtac.html. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

G-Tactical Restraint Device for Arrest or Compliance #2 

 

The G-Tactical Restraint Device is used by police, military and security personnel to use Pain Complaisance and Leverage to control a person without 

the use of IMPACT WEAPONS or EXCESSIVE FORCE. It can be used effectively by just knowing a few basic holds and locking maneuvers. More 

information and complete video instruction can be found on http://dannylane.com/gtac.html. 


